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V:  (Beginning indistinct) Jewish origin during the 30s. 
 
S:  Turkey was reforming its university system.  The universities have first 
been established at the end of the 19th century and its techniques and 
practices had not changed since that time.  And it felt that it needed a new 
generation of scholars to bring what it was teaching up to date and they did 
not seem to be available in Turkey.  And at the same time they had this 
wonderful opportunity to hire all these Jewish professors who were being 
dismissed from their positions in Germany so they took advantage of the 
opportunity as part of the process of modernising the university.   
 
V:  Was this, in keeping with Turkey’s historic relationship with Jews recording 
these professors? 
 
S:  Turkey, over the centuries was always a source of refuge for people who 
were in trouble elsewhere.  Of course at first primarily Jews even when the 
Ottoman Empire was established back in the 15th century, Jews were being 
persecuted not only in Spain but also in the rest of Western Europe.  And 
Turkey not only accepted Jews who were fleeing from persecution but it 
actually sent its propaganda stout to different parts of Europe, inviting the 
Jews to come to the Ottoman Empire and help build a new state in what had 
been the Byzantine Empire.  And since that time Turkey had taken refugees 
from revolutions in various parts of the world, in the 17th century, in the 18th 
century, in the 19th century.  And when the  
Pogrom started in Russia in 1881, Turkey or the Ottoman Empire was the first 
place that the Jews were received in refuge.  And they came in very large 
numbers, they fled from the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917 to Turkey.  And it 
was a tradition that to where ever the people were in trouble, they fled to 
Turkey.   
 
V:  How did the arrival of the professors help the emerging new republic and 
its process of modernisation?  
 
S:  Well, the Istanbul University, which was the main university in Turkey at 
the time, had fallen into decay during the time of World War I and the War for 
Independence.  And as soon as Ataturk had established the new Turkish 
Republic, he was trying to modernise the university to make it a vehicle for 
training people who could modernise various aspects of Turkish life.  And the 
professors who were in the Turkish universities at the time had been trained in 
the old days and they were really not up with modern techniques and ways of 
doing things.  He needed an entirely new faculty.  And when the German 
Jewish professors became available they were very happy to snap them up 
and make them the basis for modernisation of the Turkish Universities, first of 
Istanbul University and then when it was established, of Ankara University as 
well.   
 
V:  Were the Jewish professors welcomed by their colleagues? 
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S:  Not really, because many of the Turkish colleagues were dismissed by the 
government in order to find positions for the coming Jewish professors.  And 
those who remained had far a lower salary than the Jewish professors who 
were brought in, so for various reasons they were unhappy with the new 
professors.   
 
V:  Do you know any of the provisions of the professors’ contracts? 
 
S:  Not really. 
 
V:  How do you think the professors saw themselves, as Germans? As Jews?  
 
S:  The evidence I found was that the professors came to Turkey as 
Germans.  While they had been persecuted by the Nazis, they felt that 
Nazism was something that would pass.  They had been raised as Germans, 
brought up as Germans, one of the tragedies of the Holocaust was that 
though they considered themselves as Germans, the Nazis treated them as 
Jews.  In Turkey they shared German feelings regarding the Turks, which 
were not always positive, they looked down on the Turks, they felt they were 
doing the Turks a favour.   
 
V:  Do you think the professors saw themselves as representatives of some 
true Germany?   
 
S:  Yes.  Yes, the professors felt that they were representatives of the real 
Germany.  That temporarily they had been persecuted but that persecution 
would come to an end and then they would go back to Germany.  I would say 
this; that in treating their Turkish students with scorn on the good deal of 
occasions, this was more or less the same way they had treated their German 
students in Germany. 
 
V:  Do you think that they had any kind of a relationship with the German 
Embassy? 
 
S:  Not directly, but I did come across a letter that the German Ambassador, 
Von Papin sent to Hitler.  Stating that, Germany should not deprive the 
German Jewish professors of their citizenship because they were doing 
wonderful propaganda work for Germany in the sense that they were resisting 
the efforts of the Turkish Jews to boycott Germany because of its persecution 
of Jews.   
 
V:  How do you think the professors were viewed by the others, by the Turks?  
They see them as the Jews, as the Germans, as refugees, as competitors? 
 
A jump…  (Shaw says, I forgot the question…) 
 
V:  Ok, The story about the Turks who favoured the Nazis? 
 
S:  Most of the people of Turkey favoured the western democracies, Britain 
and France and they were some Turks who favoured the Nazis for one reason 
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or another.  And these Turks were led by the publisher of the newspaper 
“Cumhuriyet”, the most famous newspaper in Turkey at that time, Yunus Nadi 
who had a very close relationship with the Nazis.  And he criticised those 
Turks as well as Jews who opposed the Nazis on the grounds that this would 
hurt Turkey’s relations with the Nazis, which he wanted to be friendly.  I could 
add that there were a lot of Turkish newspapermen who opposed the Nazis.  
Ismet Inonu opposed Yunus Nadi in front of the public at the train station in 
Ankara because of his support of the Nazis.   
 
V:  What was the professors’ contribution Turkey? 
 
S:  They established modern techniques of teaching in various aspects of 
social sciences.  They also made important contributions in the development 
of arts in Turkey, opera, painting, fine arts.  They were especially important in 
establishing modern training for lawyers, for economists, for social scientists 
at various sorts. 
 
V:  What happened to most of them?  Did they migrate to America, stayed in 
Turkey? 
 
S:  A few of them stayed in Turkey after the war but most of them really felt 
out of place in Turkey, some of them went back to Germany, many of them 
immigrated to the United States, a few of them even went to Los Angeles 
where my colleagues at the University of California Los Angeles. 
 
 V:  Were the professors aware of the conditions in Germany?  What was 
happening to Jews that had been left behind? 
 
S:  I don’t know. 
 
V:  What was the professors attitude towards Turkey, did they feel gratitude, 
sense of superiority? 
 
S:  Although the professors had been rescued from oblivion, though they had 
been dismissed by the Nazis, though they had no oppositions at all, and they 
were rescued by the Turks, most of them had no gratitude at all for the Turks.  
Most of them felt that the Turks should have given them higher positions and 
more money.  Most of them felt that Turkey should have hired their assistants 
as well.  Most of them looked down on the Turks and were very happy to 
leave Turkey at the end of their time here.   
 
V:  Can you still sense their influence today? 
 
S:  Yes, many of the Turkish professors, who are in universities today, are 
very proud of having been trained by these German professors.  And what 
was taught to them by the German professors has been a contribute greatly to 
their advancement of all the disciplines in science, economics, and social 
sciences in Turkey.   
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V:  Can we talk about the diplomats, what were the pressures for Turkey to 
remain neutral? 
 
S:  Turkey had a very small army, its army had been built up during and after 
the 1st World War, it was in no position to fight a modern military force.    It 
knew that if the Germans invade it would not be able to resist accept on a 
guerilla level.  Secondly, Turkey had suffered tremendously during and after 
World War I, the economy and the countryside had been devastated.  The 
structure of the country had been destroyed and it had not fully even 
recovered from that one World War II came about.  People of Turkey did not 
want to go through the same agony and the destruction they had suffered 
during and after World War I.  Therefore, it was to their advantage to stay out 
of the war in which they were not directly involved.   
 
V:  Can we talk a little bit about the difference in 1941 and 1942 when 
Germany was sensed perhaps be winning the war and then when it changed 
in 1943 and 1944 when Germany defeat seemed more likely? 
 
S:  Well, even when Germany was winning the war the Turks did not want to 
enter the war, they remained neutral as best as they can.  They did have to 
satisfy the Nazis at times by shipping chrome and manganese, but they did 
not satisfy the Nazi demands that Turkey turnover all of its Jews to the Nazis 
for execution.  They did not satisfy the Nazi demand that they allow German 
troops to cross Turkey to get to Iraq and help the Rasheed Ali Revolt.  What 
they wanted to do was to remain neutral so long as they were not sure as to 
who would win the war.  It was only when it appeared clear that the western 
allies would win the war that they had finally felt safe enough, that they could 
join them.   
 
V:  How did Turkey’s neutrality differ from the neutrality of Switzerland, 
Sweden, and Spain? 
 
S:  Turkey was much more closely involved with the difficulties of the Jews in 
Eastern Europe, oh I can’t answer that question I’m not sure.  
 
V:   Why was Turkish neutrality so essential to the survival of Jews of Turkish 
origin in France?   
 
S:  So long as Turkey remained neutral and so long as there was a possibility 
for the Nazis to perhaps induce Turkey to join them as an ally. And so long as 
Turkey was providing chrome and manganese to the Nazis, the Germans felt 
no immediate need to pressure Turkey to enter the war on their side.  On the 
other hand, because Turkey was neutral, Turkish diplomats were station in all 
the Nazi occupied countries and in Germany, and this put them into a position 
where they could intervene to help Turkish Jews, who are resident in those 
countries, escape from Nazi persecution.  As a matter of fact, near the end of 
the war, at the end of 1944 and early 1945, when Turkey finally decided to 
enter the war on the side of the western allies, it was the western allies, in 
particularly the Zionist organisation, that encouraged Turkey to remain neutral 
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for some time so that it could continue to help the Jews, who were escaping 
from the Nazis in Western Europe.   
 
 V:  Was the behaviour of the Turkish diplomats truly extraordinary or were 
they just doing their job? 
 
S:  They were certainly doing their job but in doing their job they had to 
undertake extraordinary feats of bravery.  In many cases this meant that they 
would enter a concentration camp and confront the camp officer and demand 
that Turkish Jews who were in prison in the camp be released.  In some 
cases this meant that they would actually get on trains that were transporting 
Jews of all sorts to death camps in Germany and the east.  And demand of 
the train people that they allow the Turkish Jews to get off; this took a great 
deal of bravery.   
 
V:  How significant was the sense the Turkish diplomats that Turkey does not 
distinguish among its citizens on the basis of religion or creed? 
 
S:  Well, it was true that the Turkish Government never distinguished among 
the citizens of Turkey on the basis of religion or creed.  As a matter fact, at 
one time they stopped counting people according to their religion.  As a result 
of this, the Turkish diplomats who were station in Nazi occupied countries did 
have the duty as well as the right of protecting Turkish subjects regardless of 
their religion and they did so.  This was in contrast to the American Consulate 
representatives in France who refused to protect American Jews who were 
being persecuted by the Nazis in France, on the ground that they were not 
being discriminated against.  They were being subjected to the same 
treatment as all Jews were in France, therefore it was not discrimination.   
 
V:  What the relationship between the diplomats and the foreign office in 
Ankara?  Was it local initiative or was it coordinated policy in Ankara?                         
 
S:  I have never found any direct evidence that they had received direct 
orders from the Turkish Foreign Ministry in Ankara to protect Turkish Jews 
from the Nazis.  On the other hand, I think that they were simply following the 
general directives that their duty was to protect all Turkish citizens whether 
they were Jews, Muslims or Armenians or whatever.  And they did. 
 
V:  Can you explain the status of citizen and the status of those whose 
citizenship was being evaluated and investigated in Ankara? 
 
S:  Many of the Turkish Jews who were living in Western Europe had come to 
Western Europe either during or after the World War I, because they were 
afraid that the Turkish state would no longer exist and it would be replaced by 
Christian states.  Turkey had been invaded by Greece, the Greeks were 
winning for some time and the Jews were afraid that Greece would take over 
western Anatolia as they had taken over other parts of Thrase and 
Macedonia.  And they knew that under Greek domination they would not do 
well and therefore many of them didn’t realise that Mustafa Kemal will win out 
so they fled to France and elsewhere.  The Turkish law was so long as they 
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registered with the Turkish consulates and embassies in those countries, they 
would remain as Turkish citizens.  But after many of them had stayed in 
France and had become French citizens and had married French people and 
it had French children many of them allowed their Turkish citizenship to 
elapse.  They did not maintain contact with the Turkish embassies and 
therefore, a new law passed by Turkey that required them to register every 
five years or they would lose their Turkish citizenship.  Well, many of them 
registered and remained full Turkish citizens and those that did not in fact, lost 
their Turkish citizenships.  But when the Nazis occupied France, these 
Turkish Jews discovered that it didn’t mean very much to be a French Jew 
because they would be persecuted like other French Jews.  But it meant a lot 
to be a Turkish Jew because then they would have the protection of the 
Turkish consulate.  So they reapplied to have their Turkish citizenship 
restored.  Thus, you had two categories of people, you had people who were 
full Turkish citizens and you had people who were former Turkish citizens who 
would ask their Turkish citizenship be restored.  Now, bureaucracy took a long 
time to have such citizenship restored.  So in the mean time, Turkish consuls 
in France made up a new kind of certificate, which they called “Gayri 
Muntazim Vatandas” or “Irregular Citizen.”  And they gave them these papers, 
in Turkish, stating that these people were irregular Turkish citizens.  Since the 
Nazis generally could not read Turkish, they understood this as full Turkish 
citizenship.  And therefore gave them the same protection, an exemption from 
the discrimination that was given to regular Turkish citizens.   
 
V:  Can you now talk a little bit about the individual diplomats?  Can you talk 
about Ambassador Ulkumen? 
 
S:  Well, Ambassador Ulkumen was in Rhodes during the war and when the 
Nazis occupied Rhodes, he was asked to turn the Turkish Jews living on 
Rhodes over to the Nazis and he refused to do so.  Instead he arranged for 
them to escape to Turkey.  He performed a very important service for those 
Jews living in Rhodes.   
 
V:  And Necdet Kent? 
 
S:  Necdet Kent was station in Marseille.  Initially Marseille was not in the Nazi 
occupation zone and many of the Turkish Jews and other Jews had escaped 
from the Nazis to southern France to Marseille.  But as soon as Nazis had 
occupied that area as well, they became subject to persecution.   Then 
Necdet Kent stepped in and offered them the same protection of the Turkish 
Consulate in Paris had been giving all along.  When the Turkish citizens were 
arrested he went to the Nazis and said you can’t arrest these people because 
they are Turkish citizens.  And under the relations within Turkey and 
Germany, Turkish citizens in German occupied areas are supposed to be 
treated the same way as German citizens are treated in Turkey, and you 
cannot simply confiscate their property.  You cannot dismiss them from their 
positions and you cannot send them to death camps.  And when the Germans 
ignored what he said and started sending the Turkish Jews on the trains to 
Auschwits and elsewhere, he actually got on the trains and refused to get off 
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until the German commanders on the train allow the Turkish Jews to get of 
with him.   
 
V:  How unusual or extraordinary were these steps?                                                       
 
S:  I know of diplomats of no other country who went that far in protecting their 
Jewish citizens.  As I said before the American consul in France refused to 
help American Jews who were subject to similar persecution by the Nazis on 
the grounds that they were not discriminated against, they were being 
subjected the same laws as French Jews.  Turks on the other hand refused to 
accept that Nazi argument but instead insisted that these people maybe Jews 
but first of all they are Turkish citizens and they are entitled to the same 
protection as other Turkish citizens.   
 
V:  Can you describe the evacuation of Turkish Jews from France and their 
repatriation to Turkey?  You know about the process, the trains… 
 
S:  There were about 3500 Turkish Jews living in France when the Nazis 
occupied it.  The Turkish consuls arranged what they called ‘train caravans’ to 
carry Turkish Jews through Nazi occupied territory to Turkey.  About 1000, 
perhaps 1500, Turkish Jews, many of whom were freed from the camps for 
this purpose in fact the Nazis had specified that if they were freed from the 
camps they had to be sent out of the country and back to Turkey.  About 1500 
of them were packed on these and sent back to Turkey starting in 1940and 
continuing until it stopped in 1943.  The difficulty came not from the Nazis who 
gave them permission to send the trains back to Turkey but rather from the 
countries through which the trains had to go.  In particular Croatia, Serbia, 
and Bulgaria stopped the trains, refused to give permission, for some time 
often as long as a month the train had to stop there while the Turkish consuls 
there desperately tried to convince those countries to allow the trains to go 
through.  Ultimately the trains did arrive to Istanbul but it took quite a fight on 
the part of the Turkish consuls not just in Paris but also in Eastern Europe.  
What was of interest to me, when the Jews were evacuated from Paris, in 
addition to themselves and their children, they insisted on taking along their 
furniture, their clothing, their silver wear, and their house wears. 
 
V:  What was the importance Turkish geographic position and geography as 
destiny? 
 
S:  So far the Nazis were concerned, Turkey comprised the land bridge which 
would enable them to go through Turkey and invade the British and French 
possessions in the Middle East.  The Nazis were hoping to gain control over 
northern Iraq, particularly the oil fuels of Musul and Kerkuk, in order to deny 
those fuels to the British army and naval force in particular.  They could have 
gone by sea but it would have been much more difficult.  Geographically 
Turkey also offered the possibility of an invasion of Russia, the soft underbelly 
of Russia by going through eastern Turkey.  In both cases because Turkey 
remained neutral the Nazis were not able take advantage of the situation, 
were not able to support the Nazi rebellion in northern Iraq which was finally 
defeated by the British.  And they were not able to invade Russia from the 
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south, which greatly assisted Russian resistance against the Nazi invasion 
from the west. 
 
V:  Can you describe the efforts, which create a sea route to Palestine and the 
leasing of the boats? 
 
S:  The Turkish contribution to the sending of many Jewish refugees to 
Palestine was very important.  There were thousands of Jews that were 
coming to Turkey either by train or by boat through the Black Sea.  There 
were also some number of Jews who escaping through Mediterranean to 
come to Turkey.  Turkey was also in desperate straits during the war because 
it was blockaded and there was very little food and clothing available for its 
own citizens.  Therefore Turkey felt it could not take care of large numbers of 
refugees, and therefore it accepted the refugees only on condition that they 
pass onto other countries.  Most of the refugees wanted to pass onto 
Palestine but the British were gravely restricting the number of Jews who 
could go to Palestine because of the British desire to placate the Arabs were 
strongly opposed to this.  Therefore while a few Jews were going to Palestine 
legally with British visas, most of them had go illegally.  The illegal 
transportation of Jews by sea through the Mediterranean from the south ports 
of Turkey was allowed by the Turkish government.  It was actually organised 
by a Jewish organisation that was established specifically for rescuing Jews, 
MOSSAD.  Which has now became an intelligence organisation but in those 
days it was in charge of rescuing Jews in Europe and in organising the boats 
that took the Jews from the southern ports of Turkey through Mediterranean 
to Palestine.  Some of them went with the implicit permission o the British that 
they would be allowed to go through, but most of them were intercepted by 
the British and sent off to Cyprus where they haven’t returned till the end of 
the war. 
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